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SEASONAL MIGRATION AS LOCAL PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE: HISTORICAL CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN RURAL SOVIET TRANSCARPATHIA (1940S–1960S)

Abstract
Transnational labor migration from the western border regions of Ukraine is often explained by macro-economic factors: the unemployment that followed the collapse of the Soviet Union and generally low wages. In this paper I argue for a more complex, culturally informed and historicized understanding of labor migration. I show that in Transcarpathia, labor migration has a history of at least one to one and a half centuries, from the second half of the 19th century to this day. I especially focus on the “translation” of the local traditionalized practices of mobility into the Soviet system in the late 1940s and early 1950s, following Transcarpathia’s annexation by the USSR. Understanding seasonal migration as a historically shaped competence of local communities and conceptually framing it in terms of “local practical knowledge” and “cultural reserve” allows to question the deterministic impact of macro-political factors and instead pay due attention to the grassroots knowledge and agency.
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Introduction
Since Ukraine gained independence and opened its borders for international movement, the population of Transcarpathia,¹ a mountainous border region in the west of Ukraine, became actively involved in transnational labor migration. In the 1990s, Transcarpathians searched for jobs in the neighboring countries to the west from the border—in Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary, while some also kept migrating eastward—to other regions in Ukraine, and to Russia. In the early 2000s, the list of migrant workers’ destinations extended further to the west,
as they started exploring job opportunities in Italy, Spain, Portugal and Greece. Scholars emphasize economic factors when explaining the upsurge in labor migration from Transcarpathia, in particular the rise in unemployment in the region during the economic crisis that followed the dissolution of the Soviet Union and low wages in the existing workplaces, combined with the legalization of the border crossing. In this paper, I will show that labor migration was not a spontaneous response to changes in labor market during the recent period of politico-economic “transitions”, but that this social phenomenon had a consistent history in Transcarpathia, starting at least from the late 19th century. I argue that Transcarpathia’s rural population’s involvement in a variety of migration practices in Austria-Hungary and during the interwar period informed the shaping of a local knowledge that was mobilized when facing Sovietization in the late 1940s. During the Soviet period, the practice of seasonal migration did not cease to exist, on the contrary, it thrived despite the official administrative restrictions on internal mobility.

Scholars who study labor migration in the former Soviet spaces tend to either ignore or deny the existence of seasonal labor migration in the USSR after Stalin’s rise to power. It is maintained that the specific political and legal environment of the Soviet Union prevented individuals, especially members of collective farms, to move freely around the country, as they were not entitled to internal passports until 1974. In such a restrictive setting, how could independent decisions about the directions of labor migration and choices of the place of employment be made? Moreover, how could labor migration exist in the form of a self-organized enterprise that would involve large groups of people? In the Imperial Russia, labor migration, or “otkhodnichestvo”, was an economic practice aimed at supplementing rural subsistence farming with additional income earned, primarily, in the cities. The passport system introduced in 1932 had allegedly curbed rural out-migration, severing autonomous mobility for the part of population that was traditionally engaged in otkhod—the majority of rural inhabitants – therefore rendering the very possibility of maintaining the practice of seasonal migration unviable.

However, in practice, the absence of a passport did not always mean an absolute ban on movement. As western scholars have shown back in the 1980s, the passport and residence permit system (passport/propiska system), put in place by the Soviet authorities to manage population and facilitate labor planning, was not, in fact, a real obstacle to migration. The increasing pressure of labor shortages, combined with a prolific
culture of informality, allowed for various schemes to circumvent the administrative restrictions on mobility. The rural out-migration was also much less affected than the Soviet policy makers assumed it would be. The uninterrupted movement of seasonal workers during late Soviet socialism around the vast territories of the country also testifies to the limits of administrative control over mobility.

Without downplaying the importance of economic factors, I argue for a more complex perspective on seasonal migration. In particular, I want to bring to the fore the culturally embedded local practical knowledge of seasonal migration, and emphasize its historical importance for the rural communities of Transcarpathia. Local practical knowledge, a concept forged by James Scott, refers to certain social groups’ “from below”, cultural competences that predate more technically advanced forms of economy advocated by “high modernist” states, such as the Soviet Union. When discussing the role of transhumance in the economic adaptation strategies of the communities of the Georgian highland region Tusheti to economic disruptions like collectivization or post-socialist transformations, Florian Mühlfried suggested the concept “appropriation culture” that captures the idea that “…in times of radical political change, the populations are able to transform breaks into continuities by applying culturally developed micro-techniques.” He claims that spatial mobility has especially valuable potential for the “appropriation culture”. Mühlfried also uses the concept of “cultural reserve”, which he does not develop, but which I see as theoretically productive if used in tandem with Scott’s idea of “local practical knowledge”. The concept of “cultural reserve”, understood as historically transmitted competence in social practices, such as labor migration, helps to question the deterministic impact of macro-political factors and instead pay due attention to the grassroots knowledge and agency.

I argue that seasonal migration was an instance of local practical knowledge and a “cultural reserve”, which was proactively mobilized by the Transcarpathian population as an adaptive response to a crisis (such as collectivization) and an “appropriation of … new (physical and social) spaces”. I also make use of the concept of “translation” to emphasize that the adaptation process was dynamic, creative and reflexive. Thus, in what follows I will trace the translation of pre-Soviet seasonal migration practices of Transcarpathian peasants into the Soviet system using sources from the Ukrainian central and local archives and oral interviews with seasonal workers who were working in forestry and agriculture during
the late 1950s and up to the 1990s. I will show that state policies and initiatives “from below” overlapped in the process of creation of a certain type of seasonal worker—the Soviet zarobitchanyn (literally—the one who leaves his home for earnings).

**Austro-Hungarian and Czechoslovak Periods**

The historical region of Carpathian Rus’, a part of the Hungarian Kingdom, was overwhelmingly rural. There was limited potential for the development of local industries, and the region’s inhabitants supported themselves by subsistence farming and animal husbandry. The 19th century ethnographers used to lament the poverty and overall “backwardness” of Carpathian Rus’, and this narrative was later reproduced by the Soviet Marxist historians who sought to emphasize the colonial oppression of the ethnically Slavic Carpatho-Rusyn population by Magyar and Austrian elites. Indeed, the Hungarian Kingdom itself, together with Austrian Galicia, were the least industrialized parts of the Habsburg Dual Monarchy, and within this context the Carpathian Rus’ was even more “peripheral” and disadvantaged. Even though in the late 19th century Austrian and Hungarian governments made some effort to incentivize industrialization by encouraging private investors to open more enterprises in the region, it did not result in a significant growth of the number of jobs. In the beginning of the 20th century, the salt mines, traditional for the local economy since the Middle Ages, the scanty metallurgy and metalwork plants, as well as forestry enterprises, sawmills and lumber-dependent chemical plants, and some smaller industries, provided stable employment for only 15,600 workers. Together with a similar amount of part-time workers they made only 12 percent of the region’s total workforce. More than half of the industrial enterprises of the region were located in large cities and towns. This meant that the available jobs were not nearly sufficient to provide the majority of locals with an alternative to subsistence farming.

At the same time, seasonal or temporary workers were in higher demand than permanent employees. Transport networks were expanding and they therefore attracted local construction workers. The biggest lumber industry in the region was dependent on the season, and this conditioned the fluctuating demand for workers throughout the year. Moreover, lumbermen and construction workers from Carpathian Rus’ were eager to travel further away from home and work in Galicia, Bukovina, Transylvania, and other
parts of the Hungarian Kingdom. In the 1870–1880s, the yearly number of workers employed in logging and rafting reached 20,000–30,000. In 1890, in the four counties that constituted Carpathian Rus’, there were almost 60,000 seasonal workers.

Migration for agricultural works had intensified after 1848. It was accumulating further force throughout the late 19th and the beginning of the 20th century. Within and outside of the region, in the more agriculturally productive Hungarian plain, on the medium-sized and large manors additional workers were required each year for planting and especially harvesting seasons. Susan Zimmermann refers to the two-volume publication on Hungarian peasantry, edited by István Szabó and published in 1965, specifically relying on the chapter written by Zoltán Sárközi when describing the organization of labor of summás (seasonal workers) in the years between 1848 and the beginning of World War I:

The summás workers often worked for a lump sum or were paid monthly; at times accomplishment-related elements, and so on, were added. Summás work was organized as ‘gang’ labor, often building on ties between families and relatives with contracts signed well in advance, by the always male leader. Over time, recruitment could also take on a more commercialized character, involving independent professionals.

At the beginning of the twentieth century the recruitment of agricultural workers was institutionalized. Local administrations were mediating between the workers in rural districts and Hungarian landlords by organizing annual drafts on the basis of the filed requests. In the first decade of the 20th century, the number of contracted workers grew annually. Each year these intermediaries recruited and directed large cohorts of contracted laborers from Carpathian Rus’ to the state and private farms in Hungary. In 1905 this agency alone hired 7,158 workers, in 1906—11,550, in 1907—10,782, in 1910—5,090. The preliminary contracts for summer work were made with the peasants during winter. In 1913, the demand for workers allegedly grew so much that the local administration had to inform some employers that they would not be able to hire agricultural workers for the upcoming year because the available ones were already booked earlier that autumn.

Seasonal workers accepted payment both in money and in kind. For instance, in Ung county (one of the four counties of the Carpathian Rus’), a worker received 32 kronen, 62 measures of grains, 2 kilos of salt and 8 litres
of palinka for his work from the 15th of May until the end of September. Mowers used to receive a set percentage of hay, which varied from county to county, as well as daily food. In 1901, a Hungarian landlord from Nitra county hired 80 workers from the Carpathian Rus’ to crop 497 holds of land (≈214.5 ha). For their work they received 6 kronen from a hold, and also grains, 160 kronen for palinka, 20 kronen for vinegar and 160 kronen for other food stuffs. Following Sárközi, Zimmermann maintains that contracts with summás were written in great detail, specifying the number of workers, wages and supplements, but also revealing that gender and age played an important part in assessing the value of workers’ labor and needs – women, sometimes together with children, used to be labelled “halfhands” and were entitled only to a portion of what men earned, for instance, “a half-allotment of wine and a reduced allotment of food.”

By the 1890s, summás’ impact on local economic and social relations became noticeable. They created pressure on the agrarian workforce in the places of destination, leading to an increase in demand for more unpaid labor performed by local workers, and were used by the employers to break harvest strikes. In their home localities, seasonal workers provoked the rise of pay rates for agricultural hired labor by deserting Carpathian Rus’ for other Hungarian counties, where the payment for similar work was higher. Coupled with transatlantic migration, seasonal outflow of workers added to local demand.

Under the Czechoslovak government (1919–1939), centralized recruitment of seasonal workers was also set in place. In the beginning of the 1920s, three employment offices were established in the cities of Uzhhorod, Mukachevo and Khust. They were functioning under the supervision of the Czechoslovak Ministry of Agriculture and the central office of seasonal labor in Prague. Until 1939, these institutions facilitated the drafting seasonal workers for agriculture and forestry within and outside of Czechoslovakia. In 1939–1944, when the territory of Carpathian Rus’ was under Hungarian occupation, legal institutions functioned to supervise contracts between local agricultural seasonal labor and Hungarian employers. Forestry enterprises also continued employing seasonal workers.

Through seasonal labor migration, economic connections were set in place which supported the local family households in Carpathian Rus’. The payment that migrants received in money and in kind were no small contribution. With their earnings they supported the households they left behind, and, in turn, benefited from the families’ farming activities in which they themselves might or might not have participated. The
time of their yearly leave did not exceed several months and, as the 19th century ethnographer Iurii Zhatkovych observed, seasonal migrants tried to postpone their moment of departure until they had finished their work in their fields to return in time for their own harvest. Even when their absence from home was prolonged and they had to miss collective agricultural work on their own land, it did not sever their ties with the farm as they economically depended on their families. The economic interdependence between migrating and non-migrating family members, forged by seasonal migration, informed the adjustment to the idea of temporarily split families. The large number of Transcarpathian peasants engaged in seasonal migration suggested that this arrangement, which emerged as a local communities’ response to the unsustainability of small-hold farming, hereditary land partitioning against the backdrop of land hunger experienced by the peasantry, and scarce jobs in local industries, gained wide acceptance.

Thus, in the late nineteenth century and in the first half of the twentieth century seasonal migration firmly entered the economic and social life of Transcarpathian peasants. During almost one hundred years between 1848 and Transcarpathia’s inclusion into the borders of the Ukrainian SSR, seasonal migration had become a habitual local practice that not only supported the peasants economically, but was also integrated into the social life of communities.

Soviet Migration Policies during Post-war Reconstruction

The establishment of the Soviet rule over Transcarpathia in the aftermath of World War II brought drastic transformations to the local economic and social life. The radical restructuring of agriculture through collectivization irrevocably disrupted the lives of local peasantry. With regards to migration, the arrival of Soviet rule was accompanied by ideas of population redistribution and management. After World War II, in the context of post-war economic devastation and the need for reconstruction, these ideas gained reinvigorated validity and were taken as a basis for governmental policies directed at various regions of the country depending on their perceived economic significance. State-led migration was put to service of economic recovery. It was supposed to ensure a steady inflow of workers to the areas and enterprises where they were most needed.
The idea that ethnic groups, families and individuals could and should be mobilized and, if deemed necessary, spatially relocated in order to achieve economic goals, was at the core of the state-led migration policies crafted for overwhelmingly rural Western Ukraine and Transcarpathia. With regular drafts of workers for various Soviet industries and rural population resettlement campaigns, the post-war migration policies introduced new directions in migration. In the immediate post-war years, labor recruitment was often accompanied by coercion. At the same time, previously known migration routes and channels of economic support through labor migration were permanently interrupted when the international borders were demarcated and sealed.

Shortly after the war Soviet authorities embarked on a full-fledged mobilization of the local population to participate in the project of post-war economic reconstruction. The state’s vision of the effective use of these regions’ labor reserves was quite specific. While the local economies were being restored and the collective farms either rebuilt or established from scratch, western regions of Ukraine, and among them Transcarpathia, were approached as possessing significant labor reserves in the form of “surplus” population in the rural areas. The agricultural initiatives of the late 1940s–1950s created a demand for large numbers of agricultural workers, so the Soviet state came up with the resettlement program that was mainly oriented towards utilizing the labor reserves of these “overpopulated” rural regions.

The main direction for resettlement within the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (Ukrainian SSR) were its Southern oblasts, which suffered from depopulation that resulted from deportations and human losses in the war, but which by the early 1950s became a site of active agricultural development reinforced by the construction of irrigation systems. A centralized campaign of peasant resettlement, which was supposed to augment the human reserves of this economically prioritized region, was launched in the summer of 1949. Soviet discussions about agrarian “overpopulation”, which dated back to the 1920s and 1930s, generated a perspective that resettlement was an efficient measure to solve the problem of “overpopulation” and at the same time develop natural resources and build industries in the sparsely populated regions of the Soviet Union. In the late 1945, 77.2 per cent of the estimated total of 791,9 thousands of Transcarpathia’s population were peasants. At the same time, only slightly over 20 percent of the regions’ land was suitable for agricultural cultivation, while almost half of its territory was covered with forests. From
the outset of the resettlement campaign, the conclusions about whether a region was overpopulated were based on a schematic calculation of the ratio between the available arable lands and the number of able-bodied workers. With the ratio of 0.91 ha per able-bodied person, Transcarpathia was at the top of the list of Ukrainian “overpopulated” regions. Thus, western regions of Ukraine were assigned an important part in the Soviet authorities’ aspirations regarding the replenishing of the regions and territories that were lacking in labor power.

Another Soviet labor mobilization policy was known as organized recruitment of workers (orgnabor). The Soviet central planning agencies drafted plan targets for selected industries and plants, and then regional and district offices sought to meet those targets by allocating or relocating workers from around the USSR. As Western Ukrainian oblasts and Transcarpathia fell under the Soviet rule, they, like other Ukrainian oblasts, were assigned quotas for drafting youth for professional training and workers for the mining industries in Donbas, a vital region for the Soviet post-war industrial reconstruction. Since the founding of the agency in 1931, organized recruitment was focused on facilitating contracts between enterprises and the residents of the rural areas which were assessed as having labor surpluses. The orgnabor system continued recruiting workers long after the reconstruction goals were achieved, although the numbers of the recruits were steadily diminishing over time together with its part in labor recruitment in the USSR.

Seasonal Forestry Workers in the 1940s–1960s

While state-led, “from above” migration regimes (resettlement campaign and organized recruitment) are well documented, until the second half of the 1950s there is virtually no mentioning of seasonal labor migration from Transcarpathia. This is a telling omission. It reflects the post-war Soviet state’s simplified vision of society as manageable and predictable in its responses to governmental policies. Collections at the state archives reflect this vision, representing predominantly the intentions and operations of the state and its bureaucratic apparatuses via plans, reports on recruiting and transportation, settlement and reception in the places of destination. While these sources allow to some extent to reconstruct actions and motivations of the actors involved, including those of drafted workers and resettled peasants, these documents deny,
however, access to social groups that are not perceived as significant or important, and whose presence, therefore, is not reflected in the state-produced documentation.

In the 1950s, Transcarpathian seasonal workers constitute such an “invisible” group, their practices and economic life being, in Scott’s terms, “illegible” to the state. Regarding collectivization, a radical state offensive onto peasantry, Scott observed that “the officials who directed this massive change ... were operating in relative ignorance of the ecological, social, and economic arrangements that underwrote the rural economy. They were flying blind”. This started changing in the mid-1960s, a point in the Soviet history that signified a paradigmatic shift in the authorities’ approach to population management in the face of economic challenges, the accumulation of statistical data, and expert sociological knowledge.

Despite the scarcity of the archival sources on the peasants’ seasonal movements in the 1950s, I argue that historical continuity of seasonal migration from Transcarpathia was not disrupted by collectivization. Oral histories provide some evidence that this pre-Soviet practice was revived shortly after the region was annexed by the USSR. Seasonal migrants whom I interviewed during my field trips to Transcarpathia in 2014–2019 and who started their own migration endeavors in mid- to late 1950s, acknowledged that the previous generation, which is no longer around to share their memories, also explored the possibilities for short-term work around the Ukrainian SSR and the Soviet Union. Just like before World War II, they assembled work teams and traveled away from their region to find temporary jobs.

Unlike late Habsburg Hungary and interwar Czechoslovakia, the Soviet Union did not have a unified institution specifically dedicated to contracting seasonal workers. These functions were divided between different ministries and agencies. Recruitment of seasonal workers into forestry was the most institutionally structured among all the types of seasonal employment. It was conducted through orgnabor system. Through its republican branch, Ukrainian orgnabor offices enlisted and sent thousands of lumbermen to the enterprises chosen by the central office of State Planning Committee of the Soviet Union (Gosplan) in Moscow. The agency ensured signing the contracts and was responsible for the transportation of the workers to the place of work.

During the period of the Fourth Five-Year Plan (1946–1950), which was primarily directed at the post-war reconstruction of the Soviet economy, organized recruitment of permanent and seasonal forestry workers inside
the Ukrainian SSR was conducted exclusively for the internal needs of the republic. In the late 1940s, in Transcarpathia and in the USSR in general, forestry was still largely relying on seasonal manual labor and animal-drawn transport, which was also operated by seasonal workers. In January 1947, the Council of Ministers of the USSR sent a telegram signed by Joseph Stalin to the Council of Ministers in Kyiv. The telegram contained criticism regarding the nonfulfillment of the delivery plans of timber by Ukraine, and stated that the reason for that was the insufficiency of seasonal workers in particular.\textsuperscript{42} According to the telegram, at the beginning of 1947 the Ukrainian forestry was operated by 12,892 seasonal workers, roughly one third of the labor force envisioned by the plans.\textsuperscript{43} However, according to Vasyl’ Mishchanyn, the gradual mechanization of labor and infrastructural changes within the industry led to lowering the number of seasonal workers in Transcarpathian forestry to 15 percent by 1950.\textsuperscript{44}

The regional offices of \textit{orgnabor} were established in Transcarpathia and other oblasts of Western Ukraine in 1950.\textsuperscript{45} In the preceding years the recruiters (\textit{verbovshchiki}) delegated by various ministries, enterprises and farms arrived to these regions and searched for volunteers without the support of locally based labor recruitment agency.\textsuperscript{46} Thanks to the records of these regional \textit{orgnabor} centers, it is now easier to trace the recruitment into forestry in any given region and in the Ukrainian SSR in general.

By the end of the 1950s, the majority of Soviet timber harvesting was relocated to the North of the European part of the Soviet Union, as well as the Urals, Siberia, Karelia and the Far East. Labor drafting was mirroring this trend already in the early 1950s. In 1952, the Soviet government demanded of the Ukrainian authorities to send 35,930 workers to the forestry enterprises outside of the republic, but only 21,372 workers signed contracts.\textsuperscript{47} The following year the quotas increased to 58,695 permanent workers and additional 18,500 seasonal workers.\textsuperscript{48} With great difficulty, the \textit{orgnabor} recruiters managed to enlist 42,506 permanent and 15,895 seasonal workers from the Ukrainian SSR.\textsuperscript{49} The vast majority were sent to the timber enterprises outside of Ukraine.\textsuperscript{50} In 1954, the quotas for seasonal workers in forestry reached the record 49,200, but by early December that year \textit{orgnabor} managed to satisfy this request only by 62.7 percent.\textsuperscript{51}

Thus, in the early 1950s, the official direction of managed labor migration of Ukrainian forestry workers shifted towards a number of wood-producing areas in Russia, and this direction remained steady for decades to come. Official and unofficial agents recruited rural residents from Ukraine to work at the forestry enterprises in the Arkhangelsk
region, Karelia, Siberia and the Far East. The orgnabor system, however, very soon fell out of favor among the potential volunteers. The receiving enterprises more often than not failed to provide satisfactory conditions of life and work, and the disappointed workers blamed the recruitment agency, as it was the one making promises in the first place. They wrote letters of complaints to the central, republican and regional Soviet and party organization and also to their relatives, in which they described the miserable circumstances they had to face. Many enterprises did not have facilities to accommodate orgnabor workers at all, so they were placed in “damp dugouts”.52 Some waited to be picked up at the train stations for many days, others were freezing for two months in harsh Siberian temperatures before they received workwear, yet others had to share beds and live without electricity.53 The workers were often badly paid.54 It is not surprising then that in spite of the authorities’ wishes, on average only 5–10 percent of the workers who signed contracts with the Siberian forestry enterprises through orgnabor remained in permanent positions.

These and many other distressing stories, told in letters and in person, had a critical effect. Already in 1953, orgnabor officials reported that the recruits who broke their contracts with the northern forestry enterprises and returned home “t[old] about the workers’ condition at the logging enterprises, and it is the reason why kolkhoz members and non-working city population refuse to sign contracts and work in forestry. In the Ukrainian oblasts, the refusal to work in forestry acquired mass scales”.55 Because of bad publicity and frequent changes in drafting destinations and increases in quotas for forestry in this period, orgnabor was failing even in the “overpopulated” regions. In Transcarpathia, for instance, by October 1953 the orgnabor yearly plan was fulfilled by only 41.7 percent, while the region possessed significant labor reserves.56 It was not much that orgnabor officials could do, so the plans remained unfulfilled, and the heads of some recently created regional departments of orgnabor were released from their duties.57

Given its reputation, orgnabor was treated with mistrust by workers and enterprise managers alike. And yet, Ukraine continued receiving labor recruitment plans for Russian forestry, while constantly struggling to keep up. In the 1960s, the Ukrainian quotas decreased compared to the previous decade—they could amount to 15–20,000 workers depending on the year, including both permanent (one year or longer) and seasonal (up to six months) contracts.58 Within these plans, Transcarpathia usually had a share of around 3,500 workers.
At the same time, as statistical surveys undertaken in the mid-1960s revealed, a large number of people from Transcarpathia were migrating for earning, but sidestepping *orgnabor*. In 1966, there were over 66,000 seasonal workers in Transcarpathia. This number comprised both “organized” and “unorganized”, self-managed migration, and the number of independent workers was 12 times higher. According to A. I. Bereziuk, around 12,000 of these seasonal workers were labor migrants in forestry. These numbers suggest that workers in Transcarpathia were very responsive to the opportunities of seasonal work, but reluctant to make contracts through the system of organized recruitment. They preferred to make contracts directly with the managers of forestry enterprises, as in this way they could negotiate over pay rates and work conditions.

In effect, by the mid-1960s, mobile woodcutting brigades from Transcarpathia migrated to nearly 30 forest areas outside their native region. It is clear from the interviews and the official data that by this time *orgnabor*’s role in locating places for seasonal work was insignificant. People started relying on personal connections and word of mouth when searching for better options of employment and pay. The informal component of job search was so strong that it influenced the “specialization” profile of entire villages. For instance, the residents of Krychevo village in Tiachiv raion of Transcarpathia, one of my two fieldwork locations, predominantly specialized in timber rafting. By contrast, seasonal workers from Keretski village in Svaliava raion were overwhelmingly involved in felling.

The survey from 1966 also showed that in comparison with other Ukrainian oblasts, the population of Transcarpathia was the most active in seasonal labor migration of various types—there were agricultural workers, construction workers and lumbermen in the region. Given the discrepancy in the number of seasonal workers, it was hardly *orgnabor* that set in motion seasonal migration from Transcarpathian villages. Should *orgnabor* have had a decisive influence, the trend of migration, managed or independent, to the northern forestry enterprises would have appeared in other Ukrainian regions too, since at times forestry workers were drafted simultaneously in 20 Ukrainian oblasts. Rather, it was a strong tradition of labor migration in pre-Soviet Transcarpathia, paired with the lack of employment options in the region in the 1940s-1960s that informed the enthusiastic acceptance of opportunities of seasonal work in the Soviet context. The local knowledge of seasonal crafts and the historically shaped acceptance of the concession that such life required was Transcarpathian
rural populations’ “cultural reserve”, which they introduced into a new economic and political environment of the Soviet state.

And yet, organized recruitment played its part in laying routes for migrants in this early stage of “translation” of the practices of seasonal work into Soviet context. The workers who returned home from the Russian forestry enterprises, regardless of whether they had good or (more likely) bad experiences, became familiar with the geographical locations of forestry enterprises; they acquired insiders’ knowledge of the functioning of the industry, awareness of the labor shortages in forestry, immediate knowledge of labor practices; they had new skills, and possibly even established contacts with potential employers. Thus, orgnabor recruits from Transcarpathia could have explored the initial directions and set the stage for independent seasonal migrants in forestry, which was slowly becoming a profitable, if physically taxing and risky, enterprise.

**Seasonal Workers in Agriculture, 1950s–1970s**

In contrast to the well-regulated, if marginally effective, recruitment of seasonal workers for forestry, hiring of seasonal help for agricultural works in the late Soviet Union did not have such an institutional backing as orgnabor. As agriculture recovered, though, it was clear that seasonal workers were needed at many collective and state farms in the south and east of Ukraine, since resettlement did not entirely solve the issue of labor shortages. In fact, in the mid-1950s, the state started assisting the collective farms that were short of manpower in employing additional workers for the harvesting period. Based on the requests of regional Soviet and party organs, the Council of Ministers of Ukraine issued decrees that allowed farms in certain regions of Ukraine to hire seasonal help. These decrees also specified the number of workers allowed for hiring and the oblasts in which seasonal help ought to have been enlisted. For example, in the summer of 1956, the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Ukraine and the Council of Ministers of the Ukrainian SSR issued a decree that allowed the farms in Kherson, Kharkiv and Voroshlyovgrad to hire a total of 10,000 seasonal workers in Transcarpathia alone to do harvesting. These farms, however, were entirely responsible for finding the workers and signing contracts with them. Supplying agriculture with seasonal labor was not considered by the Soviet authorities as crucial a task as delivering workers to industry, so the
apparatus of orgnabor, which was notoriously short on staff, was spared from dealing with seasonal workers for agriculture.

The decree also specified pay rates for seasonal workers. The workers were paid by workdays, like regular collective farmers, but their payment was guaranteed regardless of the pay rates of the collective farms at which they worked—they were to receive 2 kilograms of wheat and 4 rubles per workday. In case the workday rates in kind were higher at a collective farm than the ones envisioned by the decree, the workers should have been paid according to the rates of the farm.\textsuperscript{66}

The archival sources suggest that Transcarpathian peasants showed significantly stronger interest in opportunities in seasonal work than in permanent resettlement. In 1953, following a similar governmental decree, 3,500 collective farmers from Transcarpathia were enlisted to help with the harvesting in other regions of Ukraine.\textsuperscript{67} The following year, seasonal migration was mentioned at a republican meeting of the Department of Resettlement and Evacuation of the Ukrainian SSR as a disturbing fact that was interfering with the resettlement campaign: “…they [Transcarpathian collective farm members, or kolkhozniks] leave for three months, earn a lot of wheat and provide a year supply of bread for the family. It is very difficult to convince these people [to resettle]”.\textsuperscript{68}

In the mid-1960s, more than half of all seasonal workers from Transcarpathia worked in agriculture. The agricultural seasonal workers’ wages were certainly welcome, but the in-kind bonuses were arguably the most lucrative part of this particular deal. In three to five months of seasonal labor, migrants earned more in-kind produce than their colleagues earned in a year while working for local collective farms. While earning similar amounts of grains locally was impossible due to the limited capacity of Transcarpathian farms, and considering that there was no official fodder market open for individual consumers, the in-kind bonuses were indispensable for rural dwellers who kept livestock. Their wheat bonuses provided the necessary fodder for their cattle, and increased the possibilities for sustaining and enlarging local individual farming, despite the constraints of the Soviet legal framework.

The gap between what one could earn as a kolkhoz member and as a seasonal worker meant that kolkhozniks had little incentive, if at all, to work for their collective farms. The flaws of Soviet agricultural management were prominent in Transcarpathia: given the seasonal fluctuations in labor demand, 55 percent of working-age kolkhozniks were left uninvolved in collective farms’ activities during the winter months,\textsuperscript{69}
while the delays in wage payments further discouraged them from active participation in the collective households. However, being a member of a collective farm brought a number of benefits, which rural dwellers were not willing to lose, such as the right to keep a private plot, and tax breaks. Therefore, they did not abandon kolkhozes, but instead avoided investing too much effort in them. Transcarpathia was a republican leader in the number of collective farmers who did not deliver the minimum number of workdays. In 1965, 22,600 local kolkhozniks did not participate in agricultural production at all. This tendency triggered the vicious circle of shortages, which meant that some collective farms were forced to employ seasonal help to compensate for the local workers who simply refused to turn up. Such manifestations of “non-rational labor organization” became a systematic problem of the Soviet labor process in agriculture, which was only exacerbated with time.

The majority of Transcarpathia’s migrants were departing from the rural areas. It is here, thus, where reliance on seasonal earning has modified the lives of the communities the most. The strong preference for seasonal occupation was frequently combined with higher-than-average dedication to private plot tending on behalf of the non-migrating family members, and lower than average participation in kolkhoz economy. In Transcarpathia, the number of people found to be involved in private household and individual farming was the highest in the Ukrainian SSR. While in Ukraine the number of non-working people was at 13.9 percent in 1968, in Transcarpathia it was 34 percent, and in some districts, it reached 44 percent. Only 26.8 percent of the Transcarpathian working-age rural population was involved in agriculture in 1965. Yet, it was not only that the local agricultural sector was unable to absorb all the countryside work force—the argument that was usually presented as a proof of “overpopulation” in Transcarpathia. More importantly, the low wages made employment at collective farms unattractive and uneconomical in comparison with the earnings in money and in kind that seasonal migration made possible. Similar to pre-Soviet times, earnings from seasonal work complemented individual farming.

The rates of Transcarpathian peasants’ involvement in seasonal migration suggested that it was an important component of the region’s economy and an enterprise pursued by men and women alike. According to the survey taken in 1974, 23 percent of 42,700 Transcarpathian seasonal workers were women. In agriculture women workers were most welcome. In the beginning of 1960s, it became illegal to hire women for
works in forestry, and even earlier forestry enterprises were reluctant to accept female *orgnabor* recruits or workers with families. Women from Transcarpathia were sometimes employed as cooks by the migrant forestry brigades from their villages. In agriculture, on the contrary, women’s participation was prominent, and it was often women who acted in the capacity of work team leaders who made contracts with farm managers.

The crisis of the Soviet agriculture further sharpened in the 1960s and throughout the 1970s, when rural out-migration, combined with decrease in birth rates, deprived Ukrainian farms of kolkhoz workers. Labor shortages became ever more pressing. By the end of the 1970s, over 90 percent of the Ukrainian rural districts experienced yearly labor shortages of over 1.5 million workers. As the decades of failed attempts to instigate change from above have shown, there was no structural solution to seasonal labor. In the late 1980s, the harvest labor demand across the Soviet Union grew by five million workers, as compared to the average yearly demand. Hiring seasonal help was one of the options to alleviate the situation. The farm managers notoriously broke the rules and regulations by admitting workers without proper permits and by agreeing to much higher rates than those recommended by the Soviet laws. With cheap transport and the farm managers turning a blind eye to the administrative requirements for workers to have a passport or a local registration, the movement and employment was easy for those who were willing to spend several months working intensively away from home. Seasonal employment, which usually included some forms of informal bargaining, became a profitable endeavor, whether the workers received their payments in money or in kind.

The post-Khrushchev decades of late Soviet socialism were marked by a re-evaluation of the state’s approach to population management. Economic challenges of rural out-migration, uneven regional development, and the lack of desired outcomes from the state migration policies resulted in the realization that the instruments of governing should be changed. In order to govern more effectively, the authorities wanted to know more about the country’s population – something that had not been a priority during Stalin’s or even Khrushchev’s rule. Migration became one of the points of state interest and a strand of intensive academic research. In the new discourse, forged by the combined efforts of scientists and the Party, seasonal migration was an undesirable, ideologically and economically suspicious phenomenon, which had to be limited and put under administrative control. It was proclaimed destructive for the economies of
the regions of departure, since it allegedly diverted people from permanent jobs and disrupted the state’s production plans. However, state measures failed to curb or put seasonal migration entirely under control, since it became entrenched in both local and all-union economies. Seasonal migration became an indispensable condition for the Soviet economic system to function. And, as I have shown, Transcarpathian rural dwellers filled this niche *en masse*.

**Conclusions**

In this paper I argue for a cultural history of seasonal labor migration in the Soviet context. I suggest that seasonal migration could be understood as a cultural reserve, shaped historically, that was mobilized by local rural dwellers as a response to the external economic demands and internal economic needs. Seasonal migration played a role as an adaptation practice when Transcarpathian peasantry faced yet another historical challenge—political and economic transformations that altered their lives in ways no other reform did before. The Soviet state arrived to Transcarpathia with its own blueprints for principles of social and economic organization, which it started implementing shortly after securing its power over the region. However, Transcarpathia’s cultural background informed the ways in which peasants reacted to the rapid changes, and from where they borrowed the tactics that made socialism livable for them.

Seasonal migration’s “success” in the region was a combined outcome of economic and cultural circumstances. The know-how of informal self-organization and teamwork combined with the Soviet structural propensity to labor shortages and the lack of satisfactory job options in the region strengthened the inclination of Transcarpathian rural dwellers to favor the option of seasonal employment, as they were weighing comparatively high earnings over the precarious nature of seasonal work and the insecurities of informal employment. As earnings in money and in kind were flowing regularly into the region, seasonal migration continued to be an important part of the economy of the local households and the region in general until the dissolution of the Soviet Union and after.
The region used to have many names in different historical periods and languages, but I use the commonly accepted term Transcarpathia for the Soviet period and the period of Ukrainian independence, and Carpathian Rus’ for the periods when the region was a part of Austro-Hungarian Empire and Czechoslovakia.
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